A comparison of sodium channel kinetics in the squid axon, the frog node and the frog node with BTX using the "silent gate" model.
In this paper it is shown that the very different kinetics measured for the rise of the sodium current which follows a depolarization of the membrane in the squid giant axon, the frog node and the frog node treated with Batrachotoxin may be accurately predicted using only the measured equilibrium and static characteristics for the three preparations and the kinetics measured for the gating charge transfer. The kinetic predictions follow the use of the "silent gate" model for ion channel gating. The model is electrostatic and its chief assumptions are that the channel gate, called here the N-system, has fast kinetics and responds to the gating charge that transfers but not directly to the trans-membrane voltage applied. Because channel gating, corresponding here to the motion of the N-system, does not change its energy in the trans-membrane applied electric field the gating is electrically silent as far as gating charge transfer measurement is concerned. However the probability of gating rises with the quantity of gating charge that transfers due to the electrostatic interaction between the N-system and the gating charge, redistributed under the influence of the applied trans-membrane electric field. With these assumptions the kinetics of sodium channel gating are predictable using only the static and equilibrium characteristics of gating charge and channel activation measured as a function of membrane voltage, and the kinetics of the gating charge transfer. Because of the fast kinetics assumed for the N-system the predicted kinetics are the same for channels with any number of equivalent and independent N-systems or gates acting in parallel.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)